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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract: According to the commercial characteristics and technical characteristics of the video 

cloud interview site, this paper makes a specific analysis of the business model of the website. 

Includes the website so the business model, this paper accumulates the popularity in the early stage 

through the free video interview, organizes line up and down the line training activity in the 

medium-term , as well as the later stage talented person outsourcing and so on profit pattern analysis. 

In order to better reflect the characteristics of the site's business model and its advantages, this paper 

will also analyze the characteristics of several existing online interview sites and their business 

models, and compare them with this website. Make the business model of this website more specific 

and easy to understand, make the impression. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Video cloud interview website is an online video recruitment website based on the hot social issues of 

"difficult employment" and "recruitment difficulties", which is based on the most popular cloud 

platform technology.As a recruitment website with more characteristic and more efficient 

characteristics than other recruitment websites, in addition to the basic traditional business model, the 

website has also discovered several profit points according to the different stages of the development 

of the website so as to make the website business model more novel and reliable, but also make the 

site more dynamic and feasible. 

The website analyzes its oawn business model and competitors' business model, it draws the 

advantages and disadvantages of this website in comparison, and it puts forward some suggestions for 

improvement according to the actual situation. 

 

2. THE MAIN TARGET MARKET OF WEBSITE 

Before it can define your website's business model, you must understand the target market that your 

site is facing.Only when we know the people who will use the website will we be able to make the 
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business model of the website more perfect and feasible according to the needs and characteristics of 

the website. 

Video cloud interview website is an online video website based on the current social hot enterprises 

"recruitment difficulties" and job seekers "difficult employment" relying on the emerging computer 

technology cloud technology.Its main features are, first, use online video, help enterprises and job 

seekers to more directly face the interview links so as to save the cost of transportation, the cost of 

making and delivering resumes, and the cost of organizing interviews, etc. The most important thing 

is that both job seekers and enterprises can conduct preliminary communication interviews through 

online video interviews, which can greatly improve the success rate of re-interview and 

employment.Second, the site will rely on the site's campus resources advantage in the medium term, 

and organize online and offline training courses, not only for the general unemployed people's 

employment training, but also for the staff training required by the enterprise.Third, the website later 

carries out a variety of online and offline activities, including sponsorship and advertising, it will be 

another major profit point of the site to broaden and consolidate, as shown in figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Target market 

 

3. COMPETITORS' BUSINESS MODELS 

3.1 Business models of some competitors 

Its analysis of competitors' business models will make the characteristics and advantages of this site 

clearer, and find the overlap section between this site and other websites. By analyzing the business 

models of other websites to improve and strengthen the shortcomings or existing advantages of this 

site, as shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 competitors 

 

3.2 Comparison of the Strengths and Weaknesses of Video Cloud Interview Sites 

According to the analysis of the above two typical websites, we can draw a comparison between this 

website and its shortcomings and advantages.Although the shortcomings of this site are very obvious, 

but also all the initial e-commerce sites or any enterprise will be shown when the deficiencies, as 

shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Competitor 

First of all, this website as a new recruitment site uses a new model for online recruitment, its 

recognition is not high and popularity is not as popular as the existing recruitment website.Second, 

although the website currently has various aspects of support assistance, but the funds of enterprises 

and other traditional recruitment sites with more investment slightly weak.Third, the number of 

recruitment sites is numerous, as a new recruitment website how to kill in a large number of 

recruitment sites need a certain amount of time and marketing investment.Even as a new recruitment 

site there are a variety of pressures and shortcomings, but the new site compared with other traditional 

sites also have more advantages. 
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First, the site uses a new online video recruitment model, more convenient for enterprise recruitment 

and job seekers, should be born, but accepted by the market is very likely to become the 

mainstream.Second, the site according to its own characteristics, the use of cloud storage to expand 

the storage of effective widening of the site later outsourcing and start employment training and other 

projects. 

 

4. BUSINESS MODEL FOR VIDEO CLOUD INTERVIEW SITES 

4.1 Conjunction with the target market 

According to the different needs of talents and enterprises, the website adopts the business model of 

job-seeking and recruitment combined with talent outsourcing. According to the stage of website 

development, the business model of different periods is arranged step by step, so that the 

development of the website is based on information. Flow, capital, word-of-mouth and other key 

factors in the continuous accumulation of development, so that the development of the site is stable, 

so that the development of the site is healthy and reliable. 

 

4.2 Phased business model 

At present, the development of the project is divided into three stages: the former, the middle and the 

latter, in which there are different business models with different emphases. 

Online and offline employment training will become a relatively fixed profit point after the website. 

Profits come mainly from commissions received after successful entry into the enterprise and 

relatively low training fees charged from trainees. 

At the same time, the enterprise will also take into account the business of some headhunting websites, 

providing a convenient platform for some enterprises with special requirements and high-quality 

talents. 

 

5. PROFIT MODEL OF THE WEBSITE 

The profit point of the website is mainly in three aspects, according to the change of the center of 

gravity of the business model before, middle and later period and appear or change. 

The first is the establishment of the site in the middle, has accumulated a certain number of popularity 

and collected a certain number of enterprises and job seekers after the site organized employment 

training.When an enterprise needs to train its employees, the website accepts the employees and then 

collects the training fee from the enterprise. At the same time, the website also receives registration 

training from the society, mainly for job seekers who want to improve themselves. Charge them 

tuition. as shown in figure 3. 

The second is the website in the later stage of the main focus of talent outsourcing services. 

Web-based talent pool, outsourcing talent to enterprises, and collecting commissions from 

enterprises. 
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Figure 3 Pattern 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The website because of the current social hot spots because of transportation, and according to the 

different stages of development focus on development, while improving the shortcomings of other 

similar websites.Many enterprises are faced with the problem of "shortage of workers", and now 

enterprises need such a platform to find suitable talents and skilled workers.The website through its 

several characteristics of the business model, will be able to meet the needs of enterprises and job 

seekers at the same time for the social hot spots to open up a solution, its feasibility is justified. 
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